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specimens as well selected and as significant as possible. The
doctrine, if I have one, came only afterwards; the method
came first and enabled my researches to converge; the fact is
that for forty years I have only been doing pure or applied
psychology."
To find the concrete whence comes the abstract, to find the
conditions, the consequences of moral as of physical phenomena
—this then was the task Taine set himself. This was to be
done, as he tells us,1 by realizing that " tiny facts, carefully
selected, important, significant, amply authenticated and noted
with minute care, form the matter and groundwork of every
science." "We remain," he says elsewhere, " in the domain of
facts; we call in no metaphysical being; we have only tried to
form facts into groups; for these groups we have substituted
the fact whence they spring. This original fact we express by
a formula; we have grouped these formulae and have tried
to discover some higher fact whence they spring in their turn.
We have then gone on until we came to the unique fact which
is the universal cause." 2 It need hardly be pointed out that
this method may be effective as applied to purely physical
phenomena, but is quite inadequate when applied to the
ultimate realities of the universe.3 "How " can never be sub-
stituted for "Why." What remains to be seen is how far it
proved capable of successful application to human action—to
social and moral sciences.4 How far can one really trace the
causes of human action and therefore foretell these ?
What Taine would not realize, but which appears increas-
ingly in his work, is that this so-called scientific method really
1	Preface of Del*Intelligence.
2	Gibaudan, op. tit., p. 20.
3	That it was inadequate, Taine, after a period of blind enthusiasm for
" science^as a religion, as the key to everything," half admitted : he rejected
a determinism that excluded moral responsibility, and seemed to incline more
to a^ Hegelian Pantheism than to pure materialism; but this is going outside
our immediate subject.
4	"All human facts, moral as well as physical, being bound up with causes
and subject to laws, it follows that all works of man, art, religion, philosophy,
literature, moral, political, or social phenomena, are but the results of general
causes that must be determined by scientific method " (Op. «/., p. 52).
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